
DA-XI to scale up Adlay as healthy staple 
  
In response to the growing demand for Adlay as an alternative healthy staple, the Department of Agriculture-XI refocuses its 
research and development  efforts to expand its production through its ‘Upscaling of Adlay in Davao Oriental. 
  
"We need to scale-up technology adoption as existing Adlay farmers could hardly cope with the current marketing demand," 
says Adlay R&D Focal Person Merly Salaver. 
  
Recently, DA-XI through its Research Division delivered seeds for the establishment of  a 20-hectare Adlay expansion area  with 
agrarian reform beneficiaries in Mati, Davao Oriental. PAGRO Provincial HVCDP Coordinator Sol Reintar and City Agriculturist 
Baby Sambas say they are looking forward to Adlay becoming a staple commodity in the province. 
  
Adlay is a tall grain-bearing plant of the Poaceae family (grass family) native to Southeast Asia. It is grown in Davao and 
Northern Mindanao in higher areas or uplands, where rice and corn do not grow well. It has been introduced by the 
Department of Agriculture to farmers as part of the Food Staple Sufficiency Program (FSSP). 
  
Adlay has already been grown as a crop in Davao Occidental by Carmelita Agbon, a farmer-cooperator of DA-XI Adlay on-farm 
research in Barangay Kilalag, Malita, Davao Occidental and a member of Kilalag Rural Improvement Club Association (KIRICA). 
  
Agbon converted to Adlay production in 2015 after veering away from the usual traditional crops. She acquired 1.5 kg of seeds 
from the DA-XI research team, planted it on her ½ hectare farm, and was able to harvest 200 kgs in just 120 days. 
  
Her Adlay demo farm has been expanded to 2 hectares and had a total recorded sales of P100,000 since 2016 from Adlay grits. 
  
DA-XI has also installed a mechanical Adlay milling machine at her farm to demonstrate how the postharvest equipment can 
help Adlay farmers. The machine has the input capacity of 100-150 kgs per hour which can produce 50-75 kgs of adlay grits per 
hour. 
  
Adlay grits can serve as an alternative to rice, but KIRICA has also turned Adlay into Brewed Adlay, a product similar to coffee 
that is being marketed locally in Malita. KIRICA continually participates in trade fairs and exhibits to promote their brewed 
Adlay. | Reicza Olojan, DA-XI 
  
Caption: DA-XI Research Chief Melani Provido (right) and DaCARS Station Manager Enya Celeso check on the performance of 
Adlay in its demo farm in Marfori, Mati, Davao Oriental. 
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